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Abstract. Increasingly, people are replacing soft drinks with natural fruit jui-
ces, since soft drinks usually contain excessive sugar and little nutrition. This
paper introduces a multimodal digital taste control system ‘D’Licious Vessel’
and the respective prototypes. The goal is to provide a digital solution to health
concerns regarding overuse of sugar in our daily drinks by decreasing the natural
sourness. The system applies gentle electrical signals to a person’s tongue to
trigger different taste sensations and improve the taste of drinks digitally without
involving consumption of actual chemicals. We conducted user studies in a
public setting to collect the experimental data and to find the system’s effec-
tiveness in improving the taste of lemon juice. During the study, participants
were provided with lemon juice and asked to compare the taste difference while
drinking with different settings of the taste stimulation prototype. Their opinions
for different prototype designs are recorded and discussed.
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1 Introduction

Taste is an important sensory perception for animals to judge the quality of food [1]. In
addition, people enjoy taste sensations while consuming food and drinks. Condiments
and artificial flavoring have been used to improve taste experience throughout human
history [2]. But people today are seeking for healthier choices over food and drinks.
More people are choosing natural fruit juices or water over soft drinks to avoid high
sugar intake that causes obesity [3] and other health problems [4]. However, people
seem to dislike sourness in many fruit juices [5] and prefer the sugar-sweetened soft
drinks [3]. Our team aims to improve the taste of natural fruit juices, such as reducing
the sourness or even create minor sweetness digitally without consumption of actual
chemicals. Moreover, in recent years, more questions have been raised by the public on
the safety and long term health effect regarding the type and amount of condiments
usage. On the other hand, the elderly and particular patients after certain treatments
may suffer from degrading taste reception. This paper introduces a multimodal digital
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taste control system - D’Licious Vessel, to provide a digital solution to the health
concerns above.

Taste sensation is commonly triggered by chemical reactions between food particles
and taste receptor cells in taste buds [6]. Shown in recent studies, by applying a gentle
electric signal to the tongue, it is also possible to stimulate different taste sensations
digitally without any actual chemical involved [7]. Previously, the common belief that
different taste sensations are actually located on different areas of the tongue, known as
the ‘tongue map’, has been proven to be a wrong concept [8]. Every taste bud on the
tongue are now found to contain all necessary taste receptor cells responsible for the 5
basic tastes, namely sweet, sour, bitter, salty and umami [9]. Thus, by applying gentle
electric signal only to the tip of tongue, it is possible to trigger different taste sensations.

Tongue stimulation is not the only factor for taste perception. Many other factors
like smell, temperature and chewing texture all have their effects on taste perception
[10]. Moreover, many researches have proven that there is a strong association that the
color of food and drinks influences our taste perceptions [11]. Before sending anything
into mouth, we actually judge the taste with our eyes first, i.e. visual influence. When
drinks present with same content but in different colors, people may have different taste
perceptions [12]. For example, people perceive a sourer taste when yellow is present in
the drinks. Thus in D’Licious Vessel, besides tongue stimulation, visual stimulation
will also be used for digital taste perception [13].

This study aims to generate the taste sensations by controlling and manipulating
taste perception factors in a digital way. D’Licious Vessel contains embedded elec-
tronic control modules to achieve taste sensations enhancement by two kinds of
stimulations: electronic pulses stimulation on the tongue and visual stimulations using
Light-Emitting Diodes (LED). D’Licious Vessel can enhances the sweetness, sourness,
saltiness or bitterness in natural fruit juices by primarily applying gentle and adjustable
electrical pulses on the human tongue as shown in Fig. 1. The multi-color light emitted
by LED is used to change our perception of taste as well.

Fig. 1. Digital taste stimulation
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2 System Description and Prototypes

2.1 Digital Taste Control System

By applying different electric signals, different taste sensation modes are able to be
triggered [14]. The electronic signal used in the control system is Pulse-width modu-
lation (PWM) waves. Pulse-width modulation (PWM) is a modulation technique
generally used to contain information by controlling the width of the pulse (the pulse
duration). The modes and their respective signal range are determined in the earlier
research stage of this project [15]. The signal amplitude used in prototypes is 2 V,
which means the waves contain only 2 values: 2 V (on) and 0 (off). Different taste
modes are achieved by varying the duty cycle of the PWM waves, namely the
respective duration of ‘on’ and ‘off’ in each period. Based on early stage research, three
taste modes were categorized: salty, bitter and sour and they can be operated in a
relatively lower frequency of 400-500 kHz. Thus the frequency of the system is fixed at
490 kHz (Arduino pro mini default frequency). The PWM duty cycle range for each
mode is shown in Fig. 2.

The system is an embedded control module providing multimodal experience. The
user interface allows users to perform mode selection by themselves using a rotary
knob or push button. This mechanism also facilitates users to explore different settings
of the system to find their own preferred taste sensations depending on the juice taste.
D’Licious Vessel project aims to provide digital taste experience in different eating and
drinking circumstances. Currently a bottle and a spoon prototype have been developed.

As shown in Fig. 3, both prototypes adopt this user interface design. Both have two
outputs: (1) electrical pulses that are sent to the tongue through a pair of silver elec-
trodes and (2) the multi-color LEDs. The two outputs are controlled by the user
according to the mode selected.

Fig. 2. PWM waves duty cycle range
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2.2 Prototypes

Bottle prototype is designed to function as a hydration vessel where it encourages
people to drink via the bottle during their daily hydration. The bottle prototype has a
rotary knob that corresponds to a varying intensity of the PWM waves supplied to the
tongue when it is rotated. This enables the mode and its respective strength to be
changed. It also allows users to find out the most suitable electric pulse strength for
them to enjoy a specific taste.

Figure 4 shows the first and second version of the bottle prototypes. Both have a
similar base design but different mouthpieces. For the first prototype, electrodes are
(two silver rings) secured around a straw, while the second prototype uses a different
design with silver electrodes attached on the rim of bottle. A rotary knob and a mode
indicating scale is attached at the base for each prototype, allowing users to choose the
electronic pulses according to their own preferences. LED lights are used to indicate
and psychologically enhance different taste modes, blue for salty, red for bitter and

Fig. 3. User interface design

Fig. 4. Bottle prototypes with silver electrodes and rotary knob indication
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yellow for sour. The light intensity is directly linked with the electronic pulse strength
for each mode.

We provided both bottle type prototypes for informal demo sessions and collected
users’ opinions on the design during the initial stage. Compared with the straw-type
prototype, the majority stated that the second prototype provides a better user expe-
rience which is more user-friendly and has an easier cleaning procedure.

Spoon prototype is mainly designed to cater for individuals who suffer degradation
in their taste sensation. It aims to enhance their taste sensations during their meal.
Figure 5 shows the second version of the spoon. The first version (called Taste +) was
designed by previous research team at Keio-NUS CUTE Center [16].

In both versions of spoon prototype, push button is used to toggle between three
different preset modes. The preset modes correspond to three different discrete values
of electronic pulse strength. This design minimizes the space required for the elec-
tronics, giving a comfortable grip for the users. The LED in the prototype serves as a
mode indicator. The silver electrodes are 2 pieces follow the shape of spoon outline,
attached at the back of the spoon where is usually licked by tongue. Although its
appearance is greatly different from the bottle type, the internal electronic module is
similar.

The main design improvement of second version compared with the first version is
the detachable head part that can be replaced easily. It allows a throughout cleaning
regarding hygiene concerns and can be changed into other cutlery easily if necessary.
Currently, a replaceable fork mouthpiece is in production. It has an additional bitter
mode besides the salty and sour mode in first version [17]. Also, the sliding cover
design conceals the electric system more firmly in the handle. Besides bottle type and
spoon type, other design applications also have been worked on. Lollipop and chop-
sticks are some of the other designs that are currently being developed.

Fig. 5. Spoon type prototype
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3 User Study

3.1 Early Stage User Study

User studies were conducted using the bottle-type prototypes to investigate the effect of
multimodal taste experience. Four common types of diluted fruit juices: lemon, pine-
apple, lime and grape were used in an early user study of 30 participants. There were a
total of 3 solutions with different concentration for each kind of fruit juices. It is
formulated by adding different amount of fruit into 100 ml water. Users are required to
compare the change in taste with and without digital taste modes for the same diluted
fruit juice, and their reactions as well as user experience were recorded. Lemon juice
had the most obvious results and thus is our main focus in the following study. In the
early user study, under salty mode, the majority (over 50 %) stated a better taste juice
with less sourness, and minor sweeter taste were reported by 13 % of the users. Also,
6 % gave feedback that they do not know how to describe the new taste sensation but
the juices tasted significantly better as compared to consuming lemon juice without
digital stimulations.

3.2 User Study During the Public Exhibition

During our showcase at Singapore Art Science Museum, we conducted a larger user
study with the 48 people who volunteered to try the new digital taste experience. We
provided lemon juice to a particular user with same concentration: 3 g of lemon slices
in 100 ml of water in our bottle type prototype. Although the bottle type provides a free
and smooth mode and strength change, for better analysis purposes, we chose 6 fix
mode and strength combinations for the participants. The six combinations are: weak
salty, strong salty; weak bitter, strong bitter; weak sour and strong sour. Their
respective duty cycles are stated below with the results. Participants were asked to
provide feedback regarding the taste change of lemon juice compared with the original,
as well as their opinions on the prototype design or the overall project.

Salty Mode. For weak salty mode, shown in Fig. 6, corresponding to a PWM wave
with duty cycle about 10-12 %, we have identified that almost 60 % of the users
registered no change in the taste of the lemon juice. Almost 25 % of the participants
however did register a sourer taste in the lemon juice after drinking through the
D’Licious Vessel in the experiment. Also 4 % of the users registered a taste difference
but could not describe the taste. These unrecognized taste sensations are subsequently
categorized under ‘others’.

For strong salty mode, corresponding to a PWM wave with duty cycle about
20-22 %, we have identified that 13 % of the users responded that the lemon juice
became saltier and the changes were significant. 29 % of the participants felt that the
lemon juice was sourer, which was the result of the induced taste sensations when the
current passed through the tongue.

Bitter Mode. For weak bitter mode, shown in Fig. 7, corresponding to PWM wave
with duty cycle about 30-35 %, we have identified that there is a slight increase in the
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number of participants (10 %) who have detected bitterness in the lemon juice.
However, 23 % of the participants still managed to register an increase in sourness of
the lemon juice, where some participants labelling the lemon juice as more ‘lemony’.

For strong bitter mode, corresponding to PWM wave with duty cycle 40-45 %, we
have identified that almost 10 % of the participants responded a sweeter taste in their
lemon juice. The slight sweetness was detected when the participants consume the
lemon juice while touching the silver electrodes. 13 % of the participants’ responded
that the taste of the juice was awful.

Fig. 6. Results analysis for salty modes

Fig. 7. Results analysis for bitter modes
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Sour Mode. For weak sour mode, shown in Fig. 8, corresponding to a PWM wave
with duty cycle about 50-55 %, we have identified that 14 % of the participants
registered a bitter taste. Another 8 % of the users detected a slightly less sour taste in
the same cup of lemon juice.

For strong sour mode, corresponding to a PWM wave with duty cycle about
60-65 % there is a significant increase in the number of participants detecting an
increase in sourness of the lemon juice. Some of the users found the sourness
unbearable and described the juice as ‘definitely more lemony’. 8 % of the participants
found it amusing and delightful to detect a slight increase in sweetness while drinking
the lemon juice in this mode.

Furthermore, we also categorized the results based on their native region (Table 1)
and age group (Table 2) of the participants.

Based on the results in Table 1, we realized that Westerners have sensitive taste
receptors in their taste buds and were able to detect most of the taste sensations when
their tongues are being electrically stimulated. They were more likely to detect
sweetness (63 %) and bitterness (63 %) when drinking via the prototype compared to
participants from other native regions.

Based on the results in Table 2, the age group of 18-30 is proven to be most
successful in detecting an increased in sourness of the lemon juice when they drink

Fig. 8. Results analysis for sour modes

Table 1. Results analysis according to native region

Native Region No. Detect sweet Detect more sour Detect bitter Detect salty

Westerner 11 63 % 54 % 63 % 45 %
Chinese 26 11 % 73 % 42 % 38 %
Indian 5 40 % 60 % 40 % 40 %
Japanese 4 33 % 100 % 33 % 66 %
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from the prototype. Another interesting result was that the participants from the age
group between 31-50 have a higher tendency to detect a different taste as compared to
the other age groups during the experiments.

4 Conclusions

Although the user study results are not highly consistent yet, from the overall user
study results, we may conclude that the prototype is able to improve the drinking
experience for a number of users.

Also, participants (regardless of their tasting results) all showed interests in this
new digital sensation experience. They supported the idea of digitally stimulated taste
sensation, as they will be able to enjoy food with less health concerns.

In order to provide a more consistent user experience for everyone, more user
studies and further investigation is required. Prototype development is also worked on
to provide users with a more divergent and more pleasant experiences.
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